AV Hi-Lites
“We know what we are doing and do it well”
PHOTO VIDEO MONTAGE
What is a montage?
A video consisting of [your] photos, combined with transitions and accompanied by music. We return the finished
product to you in either DVD or VHS format, to view and enjoy anytime.

What do I do?
1.

Stack all photos in the order you wish them to appear, top to bottom. Your pictures will be digitally
enhanced on the video. Slides and odd shaped photos can be used. We are also able to repair photos
with creases, rips, spots etc*. We also remove—or insert—people, if needed!

2.

Using a quick drying ink PEN, number the photos with a small number on a back corner. If you need
to insert a photo into an already numbered stack add a letter after the number. (ex. 34, 34A, 34B, 35)
(Do Not Use Felt Pens or Sharpies!)

3.

Write out titles on sticky notes and place them on the front of the designated photo[s]. The titles can
appear separate from, or on the photo[s].

4.

Choose music. Bring in songs preferably on separate CDs (burned CD’s are okay, but the quality is
not always the same). Music from records or cassette tapes can also be used. Your music will be edited
to fit with the photos. 10 photos require approximately 1 minute of music.

5.

Video clips or 8mm film can also be added.

6.

Select a photo for customized cover that goes around the DVD case.

7.

Bring us the above pictures, music, and video clips. We will review the montage details with you to
create a beautifully customized, long-lasting memory!

Cost Breakdown:
Base Price is $35.00 per 200 Photos, plus the following:
(includes the details that make your presentation unique)
Essentials
--95 cents/photo
--$20 per 200 photos to edit
music
--$35 for DVD Master*

Recommended
--$2.00/title, $5.00 for animated
or lengthy titles
--$5.00 to keep a disc on file
(For back-up and future
copies)

Other options
--$10 per video/film clip
--$10 for extra DVD copies
--$5.00/song from a record or
cassette, $3.00/song found by us

*with menu and custom cover!
-Extra, detailed editing may be billed at $40/hr
-Minor photo alterations cost $1.00 each

Presenting your montage to a group of 20 or more?
We can help you relax at your event by presenting your montage for you on our
big screen (8’ X 8’) for only $210, or $240 if outside Abbotsford!
(Costs are additional to montage. Ask for details)
Quoted costs are subject to change and do not include tax
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Need videography? We do that too! Call for more information.
AVH Digital Media Ltd. / 2810 Dehavilland Drive / P: 604-852-1912 / email: info@avhilites.com

